Understanding the urban mobility patterns is essential for the planning and management of public infrastructure and transportation services. In this paper we focus on taxicab moving trajectory records and present a new approach to modeling and analyzing urban mobility dynamics. The proposed method comprises two phases. First, discrete space partition based on flexible grid is developed to divide urban environment into finite nonoverlapping subregions. By integrating mobility origin-destination points with covered region, the partitioned discrete subregions have better spatial semantics scalability. Then, we study mobility activity and its distribution randomness during given time periods among discrete subregions. Moreover, we also carry out the analysis of mobility linkage of mobility trips between different regions by O-D matrix. We present a case study with real dataset of taxicab mobility logs in Shenzhen, China, to demonstrate and evaluate the methodology. The experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the clustering partition and regular partition methods.
Introduction
The widespread deployment of location-aware technologies in urban area has led to a massive increase in the volume of movement trace records. By means of these movement trajectories, we can advance our method of urban computing and human behavior analysis. Actually, modeling and analyzing urban mobility through human movement is crucial to traffic forecasting, urban planning, and location based services.
In practice, GPS-equipped taxicabs can be viewed as ubiquitous mobile sensors probing a city's rhythm and pulse. And these taxicab trace records allow for the development of novel way to uncover the underlying human behavior and urban mobility dynamics. However, there are great challenges for the analysis of mobility trajectory due to mixture of temporal and spatial relationship and massive data size.
In this paper, we explore the challenges of modeling urban mobility by taxicab moving trajectories. There are two important issues we need to address in order to approach a better understanding of urban mobility dynamics. The first is accurate calculation of urban mobility activity. And the other is analyzing mobility linkage between different regions in urban environment. Based on the proposed flexible discrete region partition method, we calculate urban mobility activity by origin-destination points in taxicabs moving dataset and analyze the activity randomness across different time scales. Moreover, we compute mobility linkages between different urban regions and uncover frequent mobility trips by O-D (origin-destination) matrix.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows. (1) We propose a discrete region partition method based on flexible grid to divide urban area into finite subregion set. (2) We measure urban mobility activity over discrete subregions and calculate its distribution randomness by information entropy values across different time periods.
(3) We analyze urban mobility linkage between different subregions by employing O-D matrix. (4) We conduct sufficient experiment simulations to test and verify mobility dynamics with real taxicabs moving trajectory datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related works focusing on urban mobility and human behavior pattern. Section 3 describes the and introduces basic conceptions in this paper. Next, Section 4 proposes a discrete region partition algorithm 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks based on flexible grid cell from origin-destination points. The urban activity and its distribution randomness are explored in Section 5. Section 6 studies the urban mobility linkage with O-D matrix. Finally, concluding remarks and future directions are stated in Section 7.
Related Works
Recently, there are many works focusing on studying urban mobility and human behavior patterns from moving trajectory logs. Veloso et al. [1] [2] [3] analyzed the taxicab trajectory records in Lisbon to explore the distribution relationship between pick-up locations and drop-off locations. They also predicted the number of vacant taxicabs in a given area and time period. Based on the problem of matching taxi demand in urban area, Chang et al. [4] proposed a four-step approach to predict demand distributions with respect to contexts of time, weather, and location. By comparing existing clustering algorithms, they showed the performance of context-aware demand prediction method.
Zhang et al. [5] estimated origin-destination flows from GPS traces of taxis and analyzed the significant patterns in O-D flows by clustering method. In spatiotemporal circumstances, they analyzed the relationship between found patterns and semantics of O-D flows. Sun et al. [6] divided urban city into thousands of pixels to construct space-time structure and explore urban dynamics by applying principal component analysis method.
In [1, 2, 5, 6] , a regular grid space partition way is employed to analyze urban mobility characteristics. Obviously, the regular partition way has no ability to distinguish regions with different mobility features. On the other hand, regular partition methods may ignore mobility trajectory feature and damage space semantics relationships.
In [7] , Liu et al. explored real-time analytical methodologies for spatiotemporal data of citizens daily travel patterns in urban environment. By the means of visualization, the spatiotemporal patterns for inhabitant movements have been qualitatively analyzed. And they employed cluster technique to qualitatively analyze the trip relationship between different spatial locations.
Ratti et al. [8] , Reades et al. [9] , González et al. [10] , Calabresea et al. [11] , and Taniar and Goh [12] used the moving trajectory data of mobile phone users to study city dynamics and human mobility. Song et al. [13] explored the human behavior predictable problem by measuring entropy of individual's moving trajectory and studying mobility patterns of mobile phone users. Calabrese et al. [14] estimated origin-destination flows by O-D matrix from mobile phone location dataset. Sohn and Kim in [15] adopted state-space model to estimate the dynamic origin-destination flow using cell phone traces.
Castro et al. [16] proposed a model to predict future traffic conditions based on current state from historical taxi GPS records and determine the capacity of each road segment to understand the city dynamics.
In [17] , Yue et al. discovered attractive areas that people often visit by the frequency and density of passenger pickup and drop-off location points in urban environment. Additionally, they established a time-dependent travel flow interaction matrix to detect moving patterns. However, [17] partitioned the total region by administrative division without considering mobility relationship. Guo et al. [18] analyzed origin-destination pair dataset and proposed an approach to discover mobility patterns in spatiotemporal dimensions. After recognizing potentially meaningful places by clustering GPS locations, they extracted a map of clusters to understand the spatial distribution and temporal trends of movements.
Hasan et al. [19] modeled urban human mobility to predict peoples' visited locations using the popularity of places. Bazzani et al. [20] employ vehicle mobility GPS data in the area of Florence to obtain the statistical laws related to moving path length distribution, activity downtime distribution and so on.
Dataset and Related Concepts
The study focuses on the collective mobility behavior of the city of Shenzhen, China. It is a first special economic zone of China which has taken advantage of open economic policies and rapid social-economic development for the past 30 years. Shenzhen city, with a census-estimated population of 10.35 million in 2012, is the fourth-largest city in China. The average population density for Shenzhen city in 2012 was 5201 people per square kilometer. There are many people from different regions of China with different cultural and education backgrounds in Shenzhen city. We have continuously collected GPS trajectory data from 3000 different taxicabs for 15 days, which includes history data about taxicab location in longitude, latitude form, timestamp, vehicle identification, operation status (occupied or empty), speed, and moving direction. Table 1 lists the fields for each GPS entry, along with a sample entry.
The GPS trace dataset contains both occupied and empty running trips to mark the operation status for taxicabs. As we focus on moving behavior of citizens, the roaming trip without passengers is unvalued to reveal the actual urban mobility patterns. Thus, we filter the trace data in empty status from the original dataset. Figure 1 measurement, travel speed measurement, mobility activity spatial distribution, and region mobility relationship. The urban mobility varies with many factors (e.g., city planning, public transportation infrastructure, and culture) that can be reflected in the set of citizen moving trajectory records.
Mobility is complex and in many cases requires specific scenario semantics knowledge. For taxi transportation system, it picks up passengers right where they are standing and drops off in the desirable destination. From taxi passenger's perspective, the most relevant places for a taxi trip are the origin and the destination. The route between origin and destination can be seen as a transition process from initial state to final state. In this paper, we focused on the problem of modeling urban mobility dynamics from taxicab moving trajectory logs. Before we present solutions for this problem, we first define it formally. Definition 1. For each complete trip, origin-destination point is the starting location and destination location, respectively. In the scenario of taxicab moving trajectory, the origin point is pick-up location when the taxicab became occupied, and the destination point is corresponding to drop-off location.
In human daily life, the moving action is goal-driven. That is to say, people travel from origin position to destination with specific purpose. So the origin-destination point could reflect not only human activity but also urban mobility dynamic. Actually, the O-D point is widely used in city planning and traffic engineering management. Definition 3. The mobility activity is proposed to describe the "heat" of collective mobility behavior in urban environment, which comprises the origin locations and destination locations of moving trips. Specifically, mobility activity has nothing to do with the moving routes for trips. In other words, the notion of mobility activity is defined to characterize the degree of activity for certain urban regions during different time periods. The mobility activity denotes hot spot zone in the context of urban mobility and varies with different regions and time spans. The O-D density is used to indicate the mobility activity of certain space regions. The more the O-D density value is, the more active the corresponding urban region is.
From the relationship between origin-destination points and divided subregions, we can define the notion of mobility activity as below:
where denotes the activity of divided sub-region and represent the number of origin-destination points contained by . The activity varies with different urban environment and time periods. The value of can indicate the degree of mobility activity for region . The more the mobility activity is, the more active the region is. In other words, regions with high-value mobility activity are likely to be hot spots.
Definition 4. The conception of mobility linkage is used to depict the moving connection between different subregions. For example, if there is a trip with origin position located in th sub-region and destination position located in th subregion, we can expect that these two subregions have mobility linkage relationship. Under the urban environment, some regions have frequent mobility linkages due to area function relevance.
Flexible Discrete Region Partition from O-D Points
For trajectory locations, the spatial plane and corresponding spatial mapping relationship are continuous. As in continuous dimension, the number of spatial locations is infinite and there is not a boundary to approximate similar semantic locations. That is to say, in this case we could not model urban mobility with spatial semantics and approximate close spatial locations. So it is necessary to divide the continuous space into discrete finite subregions set. By means of partition, we can transform point-level trajectory location into region-level semantic data. The traffic intensity, or traffic distribution, constitutes urban mobility pattern on street network. As mentioned above, most of the moving action in human daily life is goal-driven. That is, travelers focus more on the origin and destination locations than the moving path. So the human mobility can be seen as moving from origin location to destination.
Basically, the origin and destination locations directly reflect urban trip purpose and urban activity linkages intuitively. And through the origin-destination points, we could measure the mobility for citizens and better understand the urban mobility. Figure 2 shows 12820 occupied taxicab moving trajectories and 25640 O-D points on Shenzhen city in Google Earth, while the red points are origin locations and the green points are destination locations, and the blue line is occupied taxi trajectories. And the distribution of origin-destination points is uniform over spatial plane. It is obvious that the regions 
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Continue Merge new adjacent grid cell for (10) e n d (11) end (12) with more intensity of origin and destination points have high mobility activity. Thus, we consider partition spatial region into discrete subregions set according to the density of origin-destination point's distribution. By virtue of this space partitioning, the discriminative region with approximate O-D mobility characteristics can be identified as a divided subregion.
We partition the urban space into subregions by a flexible grid approach. That is, the discrete region partitioning is based on a partition-and-merge framework, which consists of the following two phases:
(1) The Partitioning Phase. A regular grid with userspecified granularity is imposed on spatial plane to partition the plane into a set of unit cells. (2) The Merging Phase. Through comparing with density threshold value, some neighboring grid cells are merged into a divided sub-region using a densitybased method. In this paper, the density is related to grid cell and defined as the number of O-D points distributed in each cell or divided subregions. Two parameters and are introduced.
The parameter is user-specified density threshold value to control the process of grid cell merging. As the density of each grid cell is heterogeneous, it may generate some divided regions with too high point density. In order to avoid such phenomenon, density upper bound value is designed to limit the merging of high-density cells.
Consider spatial region and O-D point set ; the discrete region partition imposes grid cell = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } on region . And then calculate the O-D density of each unit cell and merge neighboring cells by comparing with predefined threshold value . Finally we could obtain a set of discrete divided subregions DS.
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm discrete space partition by flexible grid. At the beginning, it impose regular grid on spatial plane to construct the grid structure. By using a finergranularity grid structure, we can quantize the continuous space domain into discrete finite number of grid cells. After that, we calculate the O-D density for each grid cell and merge neighboring cells to generate discrete subregions with similar mobility semantics. In Algorithm 1, we discuss how to execute the DSPG (discrete space partition based on density by flexible grid) algorithm in detail.
It should be noted that the DSPG algorithm is not sensitive to outliers and noises by introducing completion function stated in line 13. In detail, the completion function detects outliers and assigns them to the nearest discrete subregion.
By aggregating space approximate locations into finite meaningful geographic subregions, we can construct discrete space set in the sense of urban mobility. In this paper, we partition the space region in Shenzhen, China, covered by the taxicab GPS points in dataset from origin-destination points. For DSPG algorithm, the number of generated discrete subregions is not specified beforehand. We set the density threshold value = 100 in the process of space partition. As shown in Figure 3 , the regions with different colors represent divided spatial discrete subregions. Among the various subregions, they have different area sizes and shapes. The regions with small size have active mobility characteristic for origin-destination points. Actually, the flexible discrete space partition has better space semantics scalability. The active mobility regions employ fine granularity partition way, while the inactive regions use coarse granularity partition. By this way, we reduce the size of partitioned spatial subregions and approximate similar spatial locations in mobility-context. It is not hard to see that the center subregions have small area size and the outlying subregions have larger area. This is consistent with general knowledge for city planning. Actually, if the resolution of grid structure is small enough, it can find arbitrary homogeneous regions.
Some works [7, 18] group moving trajectory locations into finite number of discrete clusters to partition urban space indirectly. Although the clustering method could alleviate the discrete space partition concern to some extent, it merely focuses on spatial distribution of trajectory points but ignores space semantic information, especially the regions without moving points. Moreover, the generated clusters have no crisp boundaries over spatial subregions. As shown in Figure 4 , we employ the Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm to group the O-D (origin-destination) points mentioned above, where the number of clusters is 100. Each cluster is denoted with different color, while the center of each cluster is a black dot.
Additionally, we apply the regular grid with uniform space granularity to divide the urban region into discrete sets as in [1, 2, 5, 12] . The urban region mentioned above is partitioned into different nonoverlapping grid cells as shown in Figure 5 , where the number of cells is 100. Compared with regular space partition approaches, the flexible space partition has better scalability in spatial granularity. That is, the flexible region partition algorithm discriminates between spatial subregions with different mobility distributions. We compare the distribution of O-D points in discrete cluster sets, regular grid cells, and flexible discrete divided subregions, respectively. As shown in Figure 6 , the distribution in regular grid partition is most uneven, followed by cluster partition and flexible discrete partition methods. It can be concluded that the flexible partition method could generate less divided subregions under similar conditions. Moreover, the generated sub-region set outperforms the other methods in mobility spatial distribution. After the spatial plane is partitioned by DSPG algorithm, we could calculate the mobility dynamics for urban space.
Discrete Region Mobility Activity Dynamics
After establishing discrete region set, we can model urban mobility dynamics in different aspects. Firstly, we will model mobility activity in urban environment. Mobility activity is proposed to indicate the active degree of spatial subregions in the sense of urban mobility. Based on the partitioned discrete subregions, we can calculate the mobility activities during different time spans. Figure 7 shows mobility activity distribution over spatial plane during a certain time period from 10:00 a.m. to 14:00 p.m., where the two horizontal axes are coordinates in the plane of the partitioned region set and the vertical axis corresponds to the value of the mobility activities. It can be seen that some subregions have high activity values distributed unevenly over spatial plane. In fact, urban mobility activity has different distribution characteristics for different urban subregions as city planning and customs.
Obviously, the distribution of mobility activity varies from time to time. So it is necessary to measure the regularity of mobility activity and discover its change patterns across one day time. We divide one day into six time intervals to demonstrate the activity distribution law and the correlation between different discrete subregions. As shown in Figure 8 , mobility activity distribution varies in six time spans.
We compute their correlation coefficients between any two divided discrete subregions to reveal mobility activity correlation. The correlation coefficient indicates the strength and direction of a linear association relationship between any two discrete subregions. In this paper, we employ the most common Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient to compute the strength of the linear association relationship. The correlation coefficient value is defined as below:
where and denote the mobility activity value for different regions in certain time span and, and are the means of and . Generally, the value of correlation coefficient ranges between −1 and 1. The absolute value and the sign describe the strength and direction of relationship between two subregions in the sense of mobility activity. The greater the absolute value of a correlation coefficient, the stronger the linear association relationship. We calculate the correlation coefficients for the divided discrete subregions mentioned above. To the eighty discrete subregions, it will generate 3160 coefficient values. Among the correlation coefficients, we choose a positive correlation value and a negative correlation value to explain corresponding relationships. The correlation coefficient for sub-regions 12 and 80 is 0.9782. That means if the mobility activity of subregion 12 becomes bigger, the sub-region 80 tends to be more active with probability 0.9782. The correlation coefficient for sub-regions 49 and 60 is −0.9973. That means if the mobility activity of sub-region 49 becomes bigger, the sub-region 60 tends to be less active with probability 0.9973. In other words, sub-regions 49 and 60 are negative correlation in mobility activity. Those two examples are illustrated in Figure 9 . It is not hard to see that the activity distribution curves of positive correlation subregions have similar form, while the negative correlation subregions have opposite movement directions.
Moreover, we compute the entropy value to measure the regularity of mobility activity. We believe that urban mobility is inherent with routine across all time scales, from minutelevel patterns to weekly or monthly ones. Among these mobility patterns, many characteristics are easy to recognize, while some are more subtle. So we attempt to quantify the regularity of urban mobility activity using information entropy metric. As defined by Claude Shannon in the equation below, the information entropy is used to indicate the amount of randomness in transmitted signal:
The value of ( ) can be viewed as the degree of surprise on learning the random variable of . Similarly, the information entropy could be employed to indicate the regularity of mobility activity during a certain time span. If the urban mobility activity is in a uniform mode, the corresponding information entropy can be a high value, while low-entropy values are characterized by nonuniform distribution of mobility activity across certain time scales. Essentially the distribution of urban mobility activity on partitioned subregions changes during different time periods. Through computing the information entropy for partitioned subregions across different time periods, we can discover the pattern of mobility activity changed over time.
To examine mobility temporal randomness on urban subregions, we divide a day into 2-hour periods: 0-2 a.m., 2-4 a.m., 4-6 a.m., 6-8 a.m., 8-10 a.m., 10-12 a.m., 12-2 p.m., and so on. For each time period, we calculate the activity distribution and corresponding information entropy values, among other variables. Figure 10 maps the information values in a day. It can be seen that the entropy value varies with time. Intuitively, the activity distribution during 6-8 p.m. is most random. In other words, in this period, the mobility activity distribution is more uneven over spatial subregions. Some regions are visited more frequently by citizens while some subregions rarely. Moreover, we compare the activity randomness in a week and find that the mobility activity in weekends is more random than in weekdays. Intuitively, the change of mobility activity randomness between different time spans and days is not great. The reason is that each discrete partitioned sub-region has similar O-D density value in the process of division.
Urban Mobility Linkage between Different Regions
The most efficient way to measure the mobility linkage between different urban subregions is deriving origindestination (O-D) matrix. The O-D matrix, updated in given time periods, describes the mobility trip distribution in urban environment. The element in O-D matrix is the count of trip from one urban sub-region to another. By this way, we could represent the mobility linkage between urban subregions during certain period. We define the O-D matrix as the formula below:
where represent the number of mobility trips which move from sub-region to sub-region . The O-D matrix could be updated during certain time period by increased elements which correspond to occurring movement trips. Thus, the occurrences of movement trips can be counted by incrementing a counter corresponding to the elements in O-D matrix when they appeared in moving dataset.
Based on mobility linkage matrix, we are able to estimate probabilities for urban trip between discrete subregions. The row vector of mobility linkage matrix can be seen as the probability distribution of moving trips from sub-region to other subregions. By computing the value of , , we can obtain the probability that mobility destination is subregion on the condition of departing from sub-region . The probability , can be represented in the form of
Similarly, we could calculate the probability ( | ) that mobility origin is sub-region on the condition of arriving at sub-region . The probability ( | ) is defined as
In order to verify the sub-region mobility probability distribution, we define M-matrix error to measure the estimation error of established O-D matrix in different dataset. The more value of error value is, the less accurate of probabilistic estimation is. The M-matrix error is defined as below:
In the definition of M-matrix error, is a column vector of matrix , and ∑ =1 , is a single sum value of column vector . The distance of / ∑ =1 , and / ∑ =1 , in above formula is Euclidean distance. Figure 11 depicts the M-matrix error value versus the size of trajectory dataset for cluster partition, regular partition, and flexible region partition method. As the size of dataset increases, the error values of three methods decrease. Frankly speaking, the reason is that the more size of training dataset is, the more accurate the estimate probabilities become. Notably, the error values of flexible partition are the smallest, followed by the cluster partition and finally the regular partition. This result indicates that the O-D mobility matrix in flexible partition outperforms the cluster partition and regular partition. Under the same dataset size, the O-D matrix obtains more accurate sub-region mobility probabilistic estimation values.
By means of O-D matrix, we also could measure the frequent moving trip pattern between subregions, while the elements and denote the moving trip between subregion and sub-region . Once we ignore the direction of movement, and can be aggregated to indicate the mobility linkage between corresponding subregions. And then, the O-D matrix could be transformed into an upper triangular matrix in which each element is the number of linkage between any two subregions. Intuitively, the matrix can reveal the mobility linkage distribution over urban subregions. Figure 12 : Frequent mobility trips between urban regions.
After we specify the minimum support value minsup, frequent mobility trips could be identified by comparing minsup with matrix elements. Figure 12 indicates the most of frequent movements in urban environment in different minimum support values. As shown in Figure 12 , some subregions have very close linkage relationship with more connection lines, while some subregions have no direct mobility linkage relationships.
Conclusion
This paper deals with the problem of modeling mobility dynamics in urban environment. Based on the spatial region partition with origin-destination points, it analyzes mobility activity distribution over urban subregions and calculates the randomness of mobility activity by the means of information entropy. Moreover, the O-D matrix is proposed to indicate the moving trip between different subregions and identify frequent movement trips during a certain time period.
Further studies should focus on incorporate geographic semantic knowledge into space partition, leading to a deeper understanding and practical applications. Moreover, it is important to analyze the evolution pattern of urban mobility across a long time period.
